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EDITORIAL PREFACE 

 
This is the second issue of volume six of International Journal of Engineering (IJE). The Journal is 
published bi-monthly, with papers being peer reviewed to high international standards.  The 
International Journal of Engineering is not limited to a specific aspect of engineering but it is 
devoted to the publication of high quality papers on all division of engineering in general. IJE 
intends to disseminate knowledge in the various disciplines of the engineering field from 
theoretical, practical and analytical research to physical implications and theoretical or 
quantitative discussion intended for academic and industrial progress. In order to position IJE as 
one of the good journal on engineering sciences, a group of highly valuable scholars are serving 
on the editorial board. The International Editorial Board ensures that significant developments in 
engineering from around the world are reflected in the Journal. Some important topics covers by 
journal are nuclear engineering, mechanical engineering, computer engineering, electrical 
engineering, civil & structural engineering etc.   
 
The initial efforts helped to shape the editorial policy and to sharpen the focus of the journal. 
Starting with volume 6, 2012, IJE appears in more focused issues. Besides normal publications, 
IJE intend to organized special issues on more focused topics. Each special issue will have a 
designated editor (editors) – either member of the editorial board or another recognized specialist 
in the respective field. 
 
The coverage of the journal includes all new theoretical and experimental findings in the fields of 
engineering which enhance the knowledge of scientist, industrials, researchers and all those 
persons who are coupled with engineering field. IJE objective is to publish articles that are not 
only technically proficient but also contains information and ideas of fresh interest for International 
readership. IJE aims to handle submissions courteously and promptly. IJE objectives are to 
promote and extend the use of all methods in the principal disciplines of Engineering. 
   
IJE editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their 
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe 
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare, 
quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper 
submission to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic 
submission, editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the 
publication processes.  
 
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through 
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate, 
ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are working on 
establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for IJE. We would like to remind you that the 
success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for review. 
Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts for 
review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the 
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review 
process. IJE provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist authors 
in improving their manuscripts.  
 
 
Editorial Board Members 
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Rethinking Embedded System Design 
 
 

Subhendu Das                                                 subhendu11das@gmail.com 
CCSI 
West Hills, 91307, USA 

Abstract 
 

Embedded engineering is designed using objects of nature and it also interacts with nature. 
Therefore it is forced to obey the laws of nature. Nature does not make any assumptions. But all 
our mathematical and scientific theories do. Therefore these theories cannot be valid for 
embedded engineering applications. In this paper we present four new laws of nature that all 
embedded systems follow. These laws are (1) Boundedness (2) Finite time (3) Simultaneity and 
(4) Complexity.  During the last fifty years embedded analog and digital engineering have evolved 
and changed significantly. However our mathematical and scientific theories remained in the 
original state. We select several theories commonly used in embedded engineering and show 
that none of them satisfy these laws.  As a result, when we implement these theories in our 
embedded software, we are forced to add so many patches and kludges to make the engineering 
work, that our systems become very unreliable.  
 
Keywords: Software, Embedded, Mathematics, Science, Engineering, Kalman, Education. 

 
 
1.   INTRODUCTIONS 
In this paper our focus is on the problem of embedded system software and its failure to provide 
reliability and stability [1]. The embedded software has two categories of problems. The first 
problem is related to its own software design, implementation, and test issues. The second 
problem is related to the algorithm and theories that the software uses in its design. In this paper 
we are concerned with this second problem.  
 
We believe that if we understand the root cause of the problem then we will be able to 
automatically find the solution. Unlike internet or PC type software, embedded system is part of 
nature. Therefore it must follow the laws of nature. We discuss four natural laws that all 
embedded systems follow: (a) boundedness law of all physical variables (b) finite time law of all 
activities, (c) simultaneity law of natural phenomena, and (d) the complexity law of nature. If we 
examine any embedded system software and hardware, we will find that all four laws are 
implemented very carefully. On the other hand if we examine the mathematical and scientific 
theories with similar care we will find none of them obey the above four laws. These 
inconsistencies are the root cause of the software unreliability issues of the second problem 
mentioned above. 
 
It is not that we did not know about these laws. They existed in nature for eternity. They slowly 
started emerging as our engineering became more and more complex. We started integrating 
many subsystems together; and we configured them to communicate with each other, to create 
more realistic systems. Eventually we implemented real time multitasking software, which 
highlighted our focus on finite time repeating concepts and the simultaneity law of nature. The 
technology advanced so rapidly and implemented things in such details, thus increasing the 
complexity, that other branches of mathematics and science did not get opportunities to realize it. 
As a result we see a crisis in embedded system software and in our theories. 
 
It must be recognized that our engineering requirements are significantly more complex [2] than 
what they were during the time of Newton. As an example, we may say that the first missile must 
make a hole in the building and the second missile must go through that hole. We have used this 
kind of technology in our recent battle fields of Iraq during 2003. This kind of precise requirements 
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cannot be implemented using the theories that still inherit the characteristics of the simpler days 
of Newton. The problems are in the details; math and science do not go at that level of details, 
only engineering does. Note that this is not about approximations; this is on gross violations of the 
laws of nature. Our embedded technology has significantly advanced during the last fifty years, 
but our math and science did not keep pace with it. 
 
Using standard examples from mathematics and science we show that they cannot work in 
embedded engineering because they violate the new laws presented. We use (a) all three 
Newton’s laws, (b) Laplace and Fourier transforms, and (c) Kalman filtering to present the 
concepts of this paper.  
 
The objective in this paper is only to discuss the problems, and highlight their root causes. The 
problem itself is very complex and big. It should be realized that the details must be avoided to 
present the comprehensive nature of the problem in a paper of this size. In reality all solutions are 
embedded in the detailed understanding of the problems. It is possible to create new 
architectures, based on Kalman’s philosophy of using only measurements, and thus help to 
produce reliable embedded software. We present, however, an alternative approach little bit, near 
the end. The paper may appear like a philosophical presentation to people in the areas of 
mathematics, science, analysis, and simulation etc., but for all experienced hands-on engineers it 
will be quite realistic, obvious, and normal. 

 
2: DEFINITIONS 
Before we talk about math, science, engineering, their theories, assumptions, and compare them 
with new laws mentioned; it may be necessary to define the terminologies. Nature has only two 
kinds of things; some objects (living and non-living) and some actions. Actions are like forces of 
nature and have some energy associated with them. In some sense actions are characteristics of 
objects also. For example light energy is a characteristic of sun; similarly wind force is a 
characteristic of earth. 
  
Definition of Laws of Nature 
The laws of nature are the universal characteristics of the objects of nature. They are physical. 
They exist independent of human experiences and assumptions. 
 
Everything that we see around us is engineering. The cars, airplanes, roads, buildings are all 
products of engineering. A product is a physical hardware that we can touch. Our modern 
engineering products are very sophisticated and satisfy complex requirements. 
 
Definition of Engineering  
It is a process that is required to create an useful product. 

 
Thus engineering is not the textbooks on engineering subjects, like mechanical, electrical, etc. All 
products use natural components, and therefore they also obey natural laws. Thus we can define 
science in the following way: 
 
Definition of Science  
It is a collection of manmade theories that tries to explain the laws of nature. 

 
Consider an example to clarify the distinction between science and engineering.  If we place a 
magnetic needle under a wire, and pass current through the wire, then the magnet will be 
deflected. We call this an engineering experiment. It is a product that we can see, touch, and 
learn about it; and it does something useful also. The process used to demonstrate this needle 
movement is engineering. The science part says that the magnet has a field called magnetic field, 
the electricity creates a field called electric field (or may be a magnetic field); these two fields 
interact and create a force that deflects the magnet. The mathematics is a symbolic language. Its 
main purpose is to justify the scientific theories.  
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Definition of Mathematics 
It is a symbolic language, used to describe expressions of natural language.  
The theory is always a set of conclusions or a set of rules. But it also says that these rules or 
results will hold only under certain assumptions. These assumptions are thus a part of the theory.  
 
Definition of Theory 
A Theory is (a) a collection of assumptions and (b) a collection of conclusions that only hold 
under the assumptions. 

 
Example of a Theory 
Newton’s First law: (a) In the absence of any interaction with something else (b) An object at rest 
will remain at rest (c) An object in motion will continue in motion at constant velocity, that is, in 
constant speed in a straight line 

 
The item (a) in the above law is the assumption. The items (b) and (c) are the conclusions. The 
last two items will be valid only when the first item (a) is valid. A theory has two parts, if any one 
of the two parts fails then that theory will be invalid and we will say that the theory does not work 
in engineering or simply does not work. 
 
Definition of Invalidity 
A Theory is invalid if (a) Its assumptions cannot be tested or implemented or (b) Its conclusions 
cannot be verified by any experiment 

 
3: THE LAWS OF NATURE 
In this section we present the following new laws of nature: (a) boundedness law (b) finite time 
law (c) simultaneity law and (d) the complexity law. We describe them in details in the 
subsections below.  
 
3.1 Boundedness Law 
Let x denote any engineering variable, like voltage, current, water pressure, etc. In engineering x 
always has a lowest and a highest possible value. Or in other words they cannot take any 
arbitrary value from minus infinity to plus infinity. We call this feature of a variable as the 
boundedness law of nature. We will also call it the nonlinearity or saturation law of engineering. 
Using mathematical notations we can express this law in the following way: 
 L �  x �  U (1) 

Here L can be positive, zero, or any negative number but cannot be minus infinity. Similarly U can 
be negative, zero, or any positive number, but cannot be positive infinity. However U must be 
greater than L.  
 
Figure 1 describes graphically the logic to implement (1). The horizontal axis is the input axis for 
the variable x. Along the horizontal axis, x can take any value from minus infinity to plus infinity. 
We show the boundedness of x in the vertical or output axis of the graph. The graph shows when 
x is between a and b, whatever way x changes, similar changes happen in the output axis. 
However, when x goes beyond b you can see that on the output axis it stays fixed at U. That is 
the output is limited to U. The same is true in the lower direction of x, and is limited by L. The box 
in Figure 1 represents a non-linear system.  
 
Wherever there is an engineering variable in a system, an embedded engineer adds this box at 
that location of the system, to protect the components there, otherwise the system will fail or 
burnout. The box is also known as limiter. This box is implemented in analog hardware circuits in 
the form automatic gain control. It is also implemented in both digital hardware and embedded 
microprocessor based software. All hands-on experienced engineers will automatically place 
these boxes in their design. This is a very common embedded engineering practice. 
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FIGURE 1:  Saturation Non-Linearity 

 
Since the box is a nonlinear box representing the natural law, and implemented by design, all 
engineering systems are nonlinear systems by nature. Or in other words there are no linear 
systems in engineering. Note that linear systems are not approximations to this kind of 
boundedness law. We explain later that local linearized solutions do not satisfy modern complex 
engineering requirements. They will violate the complexity law mentioned below. 
 
The examples of such systems with boundedness law are abundant in engineering. All we have 
to look for is to see the schematic of any embedded hardware and the source code of real time 
embedded software or firmware. It is not that engineering has completely ignored it, theory has 
been developed, as an example see [3]. But it is still not practical for the complex problems of our 
time. However mathematics and science have largely ignored the boundedness law, as we show 
later with examples. Observe that this is not a philosophical issue, it is a real engineering 
problem, and creates conflict with existing theories that we use. 
 
3.2 Finite Time Law 
These days most of the complex engineering systems are controlled by one or more digital 
microprocessors and software. All activities that these systems perform are done in small interval 
of time duration, of the order of several micro or milliseconds. And such activities are repeated 
continuously [4]. 
 
Consider the example of a robotic arm, picking up an item from one place and dropping it in 
another place and repeating the process in, say, less than a second of time. Similarly a digital 
communication receiver system, like GPS, receives an electrical signal of microsecond duration, 
for example, representing the data, extracts the data from the signal, sends it to the output, and 
then goes back to repeat the process.  

 
Our software runs under real time multitasking operating systems which are also nothing but finite 
state machines. A finite state machine is a collection of finite number of activities of finite 
durations, repeated asynchronously and/or synchronously based on the external as well as 
internal events. Every time a task returns, it finds a different environment. The previous tasks 
have operated on the system and created a new environment. Thus the same finite duration task 
or activity is always performed on different signal and under different environment.  
 
Although our systems run continuously, like GPS transmitters and receivers, traffic light systems 
at street corners, but if you look at the internals you will always find that the building blocks are 
based on finite duration processes. 
 
It is quite surprising that the embedded system evolved to perform things as continuous repetition 
of finite time activities. If we observe carefully we will see that the nature is also composed of 
finite time activities. Everything in nature has a birth process, maturity process, and death 
process. Each one of the processes is also a finite duration process. We also see that earth 
rotates over finite time around its axis and around the sun. Thus repeating finite time process is a 
law of nature. Yet, most of the mathematical theories that we commonly use, assume infinite 
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time, as we show later with examples. We also show that if we replace the infinite time by finite 
number, however large, the theory completely fails. Thus again, these are not approximations of 
large numbers, these are collapse of theories, as explained later. 
 
3.3 Simultaneity Law 
A very important characteristic of nature is its simultaneity. Everything in nature occurs 
simultaneously and interactively. All humans are interacting constantly, simultaneously, and all 
over the world and for all time. So is true with all physical objects. We are never isolated. A 
company on precision weight measurement system [5] uses the moon’s gravity effect, as it 
travels over earth, to precisely measure the weight of a mass on earth. Thus simultaneity is global 
and not just local. This company’s products show how complex and sophisticated our modern 
requirements are. Before we even realize, everything in engineering will be simultaneously 
integrated together just like our natural world is. But our math and science are not yet ready for it. 
Most of the theories that we use now are more than hundred years old. Requirements, concepts, 
and philosophies of those simpler days are deeply embedded in those theories. 
 
The real time operating system (RTOS) also implements this simultaneity law in engineering. It is 
a multitasking system that interacts with interrupts from external and internal sources. Basically 
RTOS is a finite state machine, running on finite time intervals, and is designed to simultaneously 
accept the changes in the environment. Many of our embedded systems interact with external 
computers via serial interfaces. In many cases these interfaces bring user commands also. These 
interfaces are constantly monitored by several tasks to reconfigure the system according to the 
changes in the environment. Thus simultaneity is built into all embedded systems. 
 
Clearly, RTOS is beyond the scope of mathematics and science, but it is an integral part of 
modern engineering. Anytime a task switches from one to another, it finds the environment 
completely changed. When the task was in sleep mode, the simultaneity law worked and 
changed that environment. But our present theories rely on the continuity of states from one task 
to another, but that does not hold under RTOS and all other laws discussed here. We show later 
that most of our theories do not have means to accommodate all the laws mentioned, 
 
3.4 Complexity Law 
All natural systems are immensely complex and indescribable. To illustrate, consider the Grand 
Canyon. If we ask the best author of the world to describe the Grand Canyon in written language; 
you will find that the description will be of no match with your experience and feeling when you 
personally see the Grand Canyon. This written document is a model of the Grand Canyon. Thus 
nature is beyond description by our language and therefore cannot be modeled by a symbolic 
language like mathematics. The Grand Canyon is a static example of complexity. The dynamic 
complexity of nature is even more severe than Grand Canyon. Here is one more example to 
convince the readers about the complexity law. Watch the 3D simulation of the human brain in 
operation from the discovery channel [6] to comprehend the nature. This is only a simulation; the 
real thing is actually lot more complex. 
 
Nature has evolved over billions of years. As a result everything is very complex in nature. From 
a very small thing like an atom to a very large system like a galaxy are all very complex. We 
should recognize that not only the components are complex; the laws that govern them are also 
equally complex. Our engineering uses these complex components from nature and implements 
these laws of nature to make products that are supposed to satisfy very complex requirements. 
Thus embedded engineering is as complex as nature.  
 
Imagine what is inside a microprocessor. It has billions of electronic components inside it. The 
processor has hundreds or thousands of 32-bit registers, each bit must be carefully programmed 
to make it work according to desired performances and requirements. These registers exchange 
and process information with nature via analog to digital and digital to analog converters at 
nanoseconds and microseconds speed. The numbers inside the microprocessor also change 
continuously because of variations in nature, like changes in temperature, drift of component 
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parameters etc. The nature looks completely different at that level of speed and 32-bit details. 
Our mathematics, which was developed hundreds of years back, cannot comprehend such 
complexities. 
 
Even today many embedded software do not use floating point processors. The integer 
processors require scaling of variables. Scaling is a nonlinear process to keep variables within 
bounds, essentially implementing the boundedness law. This statics scaling process can never 
work, in real time and under the circumstances governed by the laws mentioned. Texas 
Instrument, which manufactured such a processor finally decided to make a floating point version 
to accommodate requirements of embedded engineering. Matlab simulation software created 
dynamic scaling every time it scaled a variable in its simulation to give correct results. This 
approach, although correct, is clearly not feasible in real time engineering.  
 
All the previous three laws, boundedness, finite time, and simultaneity, are all working together in 
nature and therefore also in embedded engineering. This togetherness adds another dimension 
to the complexity of nature. We call this complex nature as the global space time (GST) 
environment and it is tightly integrated with all embedded systems. We should also point out that 
simulation environment cannot be created to test out such a complex and simultaneous 
environment for a real time embedded engineering system. 

 
4. VIOLATING THE LAWS 
In embedded engineering software, we use many mathematical and scientific algorithms. None of 
these theories obey the new laws mentioned in the previous section. In the following subsections 
we take many well known theories that are often used in embedded systems and show their 
incompatibility with these laws of nature. All these theories make simplifying assumptions, but 
nature does and cannot make any assumptions. Note that we are not trying to find faults in these 
theories; they work perfectly according to their definitions and assumptions. All we are saying is 
that they were invented hundreds of years back and not valid any more for our modern 
engineering. Engineering has advanced significantly during the last fifty years but our theories did 
not make similar progress. 
 
When we implement these theories they fail to work. But the software and test engineers know 
how to fix them. They are forced to add many adhoc patches and kludges to make the 
engineering work. That is why we say math and science do not work, but engineering does. 
However, as a result of these patches the embedded system remains very unreliable and 
unpredictable. 
 
The two worlds, designers and testers, are isolated and do not know the tools and languages of 
each other and cannot communicate. We see an interesting parallel highlighted [7] by the Nobel 
Laureate in economics Wassily Leontief – “How long will researchers working in adjoining fields 
abstain from expressing serious concern about the splendid isolation in which economics now 
finds itself?” System engineers do not seem to recognize the inadequacy of our mathematical and 
scientific theories, which are in complete isolation with embedded engineering. 
  
4.1 Linear Theories 
The above boundedness law shows that all engineering systems are nonlinear by design 
requirements. Therefore all mathematical and scientific theories that are based on the 
assumption of linearity are no good for any engineering system. As an example, linear control 
system theories, based on linear Laplace transform theory cannot work. Their applications to 
engineering problems are theoretically incorrect. Violating the boundedness law is not an 
approximation; it is a violation of fundamentals. It will lead to wrong results, instability, and system 
crashes. According to our definition of invalidity, Kalman filter, Laplace transform, and linear 
control theory cannot work in embedded systems because they violate the assumption of 
boundedness. 
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Most of the engineering systems have multiple modes of operations, like transient mode, steady 
state mode, low voltage mode, high voltage mode etc. In many cases, abnormal situations 
happen and cannot be avoided. This boundedness law protects the systems from failures. In 
almost all cases there is no theory that considers such assumptions and possibilities in their 
theoretical proof, mostly because they are all linear theories and therefore ignore this 
boundedness law. 
 
Because of the boundedness law, in a typical engineering system there can be more than ten 
such nonlinear boxes. In many large systems there can be hundreds of such boxes. In most 
cases we have to show that the system is working properly at the boundary points of the 
nonlinearity. In many applications it will be a requirement to go to the boundary points L and U of 
Figure 1, and maintain the operating conditions at these limits. For example, the motor must run 
at the maximum speed, the voltage used must be of full value, the angular position must reach 
the limiting position etc. to achieve the desired performances.  
 
It will be rarely required to operate the system in the linear region of the saturation nonlinearity. 
Moreover, when there are more than one or two or ten such nonlinear boxes in a system, it will be 
almost impossible to keep all variables simultaneously in the linear region of the saturating boxes, 
and still maintain the optimal performance. This will happen because the nonlinear equations that 
define the operation of the system, such as (3) below, will not necessarily create equilibrium 
positions in the linear region at all operating conditions.  
 
Besides the boundedness law, almost all systems are also nonlinear. These systems are 
modeled using nonlinear equations. For example expression (2) is a linear model but (3) is not. 

 

 ��
�� 	 
� (2) 

 ��
�� 	 �� � ��   (3) 

 

In an isolated environment, as discussed later, (3) can be linearized to (2) and linear theories can 
be used as approximations. However under boundedness law both (2) and (3) will fail to work. 
Moreover, there are no isolated systems or environments in nature or engineering. 
 
4.2 Laplace and Fourier Transforms 
Under the operational environment of the finite time law any scientific or mathematical theory that 
is based on infinite time assumption will be inappropriate for embedded engineering systems. 
According to our definition they will be invalid, because they violate the finite time assumptions. 
Consider for example the very well known Laplace transform theory defined by (4): 
 

 ���� 	 � ����
∞

�
������ (4) 

 

In the expression (4) the variable t is usually considered as time. It shows that the time must be 
valid from zero to infinity. Thus the function F(s) on the left hand side, called infinite Laplace 
transform (ILT), will be valid only for infinite time system. Thus a major theory, Laplace 
Transform, of mathematics is invalid for embedded engineering applications. It is also well known 
that (4) is based on the assumption of linearity. And therefore it will also not be applicable for any 
engineering systems under the boundedness law.  
 
Let us consider an example with finite time T to bring out the fact [8] that the Laplace transform is 
based on infinite time assumptions, that is, it cannot be used for finite duration signals. The finite 
duration step function f(t) is defined by  
 ���� 	 �1 0 � � � �

0 ���� !"��# (5) 
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Using the definition (4) we get the expression for the finite Laplace transform (FLT): 
 

 $%�1� 	 � ���� . 1. ��
%

�
  

         	 1
� ' 1

� ���% (6) 

       	 1 ' ���%
�  (7) 

 

We can see from (6) that the FLT has the standard ILT term 
(
� and another expression 

involving ���%. The second term is zero only when T is infinity. Thus if we use only the first part of 
(6), the ILT part, then we will implicitly assume infinite time situation for our finite time problems 
and the Laplace model will not be correct for real engineering problems.  
 
Observe from expression (7) that the FLT does not have any poles at the origin, but the ILT has. 
At s=0 the expression (7) takes 0/0 form. Thus by using the first part of (6) for finite time 
engineering problems we artificially inject poles in the models. The entire Laplace Transform 
theory must be revised and rewritten for applications in finite time engineering [9]. For embedded 
engineering applications ILT is not a correct tool and its use will make the software unreliable. 
 
Similarly, data analysis that we have done using infinite time Fourier theory could be wrong also 
[4]. If you analyze this way then you will find that all mathematical theories will be invalid under all 
four laws. It has been shown that by switching from infinite time to finite time Nyquist Sampling 
theorem changes [10]. This new sampling theorem can change the design of embedded systems 
significantly, and may even give a new direction for embedded design. 
 
4.3 Newton’s First Law 
The assumption behind the first law is – “In the absence of any interaction with something else”. 
Is there a place on earth where there is no interaction with something else? The answer is no. 
Everything in nature is tied together by the simultaneity law. Embedded engineering is embracing 
that law more and more in its implementations. Therefore the first law will become invalid, by our 
definition, if we use in embedded engineering. 
 
You cannot place a ball above the surface of earth and leave it alone there, because earth is 
interacting with the ball and it will make it fall. Thus in near earth all objects are interacting with 
earth’s gravitational force. If you put the ball in deep space, then it will face the gravitational 
attractions of sun, earth, moon, and all other planets. Their resultant force will not be zero. Thus 
there is no place in the universe where there is no interaction with something else. 
 
If you leave the ball in the deep space, it will immediately start moving in a curved path. The path 
will be curved because the objects in our universe are constantly moving. The total force on the 
ball will be changing all the time, both in magnitude and in direction; therefore it cannot go in a 
straight line. Thus we see that the conclusions of the law cannot be true. The conclusion is false 
because the assumption is wrong. Newton [1642-1727] discovered these laws almost three 
hundred years back. We should not expect that they will work now for our modern engineering. 
 
The following statements can be found in the textbook [11, p. 8] about the Newton’s first law:  
“We could hardly sustain that this principle [First law] is a strict experimental result. On the one 
hand it is not evident how to recognize whether a body is free of forces or not. Even if a unique 
body in the universe were thought, it is undoubted that its movement could not be rectilinear and 
uniform in every reference system”.  
 
Clearly, to make the law work in embedded engineering, we have to use kludges and patches in 
our engineering software, and the software will never be robust. Newton’s first law violates the 
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Simultaneity law discussed before, which says everything is interconnected and working 
simultaneously at same time to make things happen. Newton’s all three laws assume isolated 
environment, which is not feasible in modern embedded engineering. Thus all three Newton’s 
laws are invalid for engineering. 
 
4.4 Newton’s Second Law 
In terms of mathematical notations this simple law is expressed as: 
 � 	 ) * 
 (8) 

Here f is the net force acting on an object of mass m. And the resultant acceleration of the object 
is a. Assuming that the mass is one, and replacing the acceleration by the second derivative of 
position x, we can rewrite (8) as in (9).  
 ���

��� 	 � (9) 

 

The first level of modifications that engineers have added to the right hand side (RHS) is the 
gravitational force g: 
 ���

��� 	 � � +��� (10) 

 

In (10) we write g as a function of x, because gravity depends on the position. Note that the 
quantity x is a three dimensional vector in space, it has North, East, and Up (NEU) coordinates, 
near earth. The earth has been modeled as an ellipsoid, like the World Geodetic System 1984, 
(WGS84), and then extensive formulae has been developed by mathematicians, physicist, and 
engineers to define g(x) as a function of NEU coordinates. These expressions of g are quite 
complex and can be found in [12, Ch. 7]. 
 
Since the earth is rotating around its axis, there is always a force, called Coriolis force that acts 
on all objects near the earth space. This force has been shown to be dependent on the velocity of 
the object. Thus the expression (10) should be modified to (11) following [13, p. 76]. Where Ω is 
related to the earth’s angular velocity, which is a constant. A derivation of the formula can be 
found at [14].  
 

 ���
��� 	 � 'Ω * ��

�� � +��� (11) 

 

Thus we can see that Newton created a very simple equation (8). Such a simple equation violates 
the complexity law. Since Newton’s original equation did not consider x and dx/dt in the RHS of 
expression (11) we can safely say that the Newton’s formula cannot satisfy modern requirements.  
The second law makes the same assumption as that of the first law. It assumes an isolated 
environment [15, p. 114], which does not exist anywhere in the universe. It should be pointed out 
that even after significant modifications of (11) engineers were still not satisfied with the 
requirements. At present navigation engineers use the help of GPS (global positioning system) to 
augment inertial navigation system [16] based on (11). We must satisfy all four laws of embedded 
systems simultaneously with valid design concept without any flaws. At this time we do not have 
any theory to accomplish that. 
 
It is not necessary to know the modified or better formula to express nature. For, there is no end 
of improvement in any formula. At the same time our engineering requirements are also 
becoming more and more sophisticated. We must know that nature is very complex because of 
GST, and such simple things, like (11), cannot represent nature. If we realize this concept to start 
with then we will automatically rethink engineering design.  
 
Any assumptions in theory may cause many kinds of problem in embedded system. Most 
important concern is the stability or convergence of such algorithms. Most of such theories do not 
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have any proof of convergence in the environment of RTOS and under the boundedness law. As 
a result the solution that we may get can be completely wrong. Note that the approximation (9) is 
valid for (11) only under isolated environment that neglects all the new laws presented. 
Expression (9) says that the object will travel in a straight line, whereas (11) says the object 
cannot fly in a straight line. Thus application of (9) may cause severe problems even in 
moderately complex systems. 
 
Similarly observe that (6) has ILT part as its first term. In some sense it can be said that ILT is an 
approximation of the FLT. But we can see that this kind of approximation can lead to significant 
distortion of theory, concept, and philosophy. In the case of ILT this approximation moves us from 
analytic functions to a function of many poles.  
 
4.5 Newton’s Third Law 
All Newton’s laws make the assumption of isolated environment or absence of any interactions 
from other forces. In a sense they are valid only for point particles with nothing else in the 
neighborhood as pointed out in [17]. We should recognize that nature does not make any 

assumptions. Our real time embedded systems also cannot make any assumptions because they 
interact with nature and they have to work. 
 

This third law can be found in [15, p.120] and has been explained in the following way. The forces 
always occur in pairs or that a single isolated force cannot exist. Any one of these two forces can 
be called the action force, and the other one then can be called the reaction force. The reaction 

force is equal in magnitude of the action force and of opposite in direction. Thus the sum of the 
two forces is always zero and can be written as in (12): 
 �( � �� 	 0 (12) 

Since we are not isolated, for every action there will always be more than one reaction {F2, F3, … 

FN}. However the summation of all reactions must still be equal to the original action that 
produced all the reactions. Therefore in real life we should have (13) instead: 

� �( 	 '��� � �, � - � �.� (13) 

For example, if you throw a stone, the stone will react with the air particles and will generate a 
chain of reactions, as it moves in its path. Note that the stone also reacts with the gravitational 

force and changes its path accordingly. The gravitational force is always there and will react with 
everything and produce different reactions. The stone will eventually hit a place and create many 
reactions there. Practically, therefore we cannot have a single reaction. Thus action and reaction 

always occur in pair as in (12) is not realistic.  
 
Design based on (13) or based on the acknowledgement of simultaneity will result in a new 

approach to embedded system design. At this time all our mathematical and scientific theories 
are based on isolated environment. Expression (13) shows that the summation of all forces is 
equal to zero. Thus the third law is essentially a law of conservation [18]. Thus all we need is to 

follow the law of conservation. 
 
4.6 Kalman Philosophy 
The following description of the evolution of Kalman Filter (KF) theory will demonstrate how our 
mathematical theories are inconsistent with nature and embedded systems. That is, this historical 
experience for over thirty years has shown that KF cannot work in embedded systems. 
Alternatively, this history in a sense validates the existence of the laws of nature mentioned in this 
paper and their use by embedded systems and also indicates the need for a different philosophy. 
 
Many engineering systems can be described by their differential equation models, which can be 
generated using system theory [19]. These differential equations have several important 
components: (a) the equation itself, (b) the control variable, (c) the initial value constant and (d) 
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the parameters. All of them must be known precisely for us to find the precise solution of the 
system. Kalman said that both control variable and the initial conditions are never known 
correctly, and he was right. Therefore he proposed a method, which is now known as KF. He 
proposed to take the measurements from the system and then use them to estimate the solution 
precisely. There are many books on the subject now, see for example [20]. 
 
Very soon engineers realized that the KF does not work. The assumptions behind this theory are 
not valid for engineering. Most important assumptions that KF violates are: (a) the theory is 
proven for linear systems only. Since all engineering systems are designed to satisfy the 
boundedness law, which forces them to become nonlinear, the KF cannot work. (b) Every time 
slice, the operating system switches the tasks and modifies the environment. The original 
environment does not exist anymore; when the KF takes over in the next time slice. The 
implementation of KF does not know and cannot know how the software and the system have 
changed the GST. (c) Just like control variable and initial value constant are not known for many 
reasons, the parameters of the equations are also not known for the same reasons.  
 
KF uses the following mathematical equations: 
 

� ��
�� 	 /������� � 0���1��� (14) 

 ��0� 	 �� (15) 

 2��� 	 3������� � 4��� (16) 

In the above equations x(t) describes all the system state variables, like pressure, flow rate etc. 
The variable u(t) is the control variable, x0 is the initial value constant for x(t) at time zero. The 
symbol y(t) in (16) represents the measurement and the measurement error is represented by the 
symbol v(t).  
 
The engineering experiences show that not only the control variable u(t) in (14), and the initial 
condition x0 in (15) are unknown,  the parameters A, B, and C are also unknown, and for the 
same reasons. There are other KF related matrices like P, Q, and R which are covariance 
matrices, and are not introduced here for simplicity. But they are also unknown because of similar 
reasons. In addition the GST effect of the operating system causes more uncertainty for these 
parameters. Thus the whole KF theory failed to produce results correctly and required lot of 
kludges in the implementation of software.  
 
The engineers therefore decided to introduce adaptive KF (AKF) that will continuously estimate 
ABC and PQR matrices. There are many papers that have been published over long period of 
time on AKF theories. They have given detailed theoretical proofs on the convergence and 
optimality of the AKF. Some results can be found here [21], and [22]. The very fact that we have 
started using methods to estimate parameters is a recognition that the KF is not working, and the 
assumptions of KF are wrong. The AKF did not work also because of the boundedness law and 
the GST effect. The AKF uses a linear model. 

 
The engineers then extended the theory to nonlinear equations, known as the extended Kalman 
filter (EKF). So far no one has produced any theoretical proof that EKF is valid. That is, no one 
has proved that the EKF filtering equations will converge; will provide optimal solution etc. If we 
use something that does not even have a theoretical foundation under its assumptions, then that 
theory cannot work at all in embedded engineering. The paper [23] writes that the EKF fails to 
account for fully nonlinear dynamic system.  The paper [24] says for nonlinear noisy systems 
optimality has not been proven. But these are not enough; the KF must satisfy all four laws of 
embedded systems to qualify for its usability; and it does not. 
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4.7 Differential Equations 
Now we show that the theory of differential equations (DE) cannot work in our technology. The 
linear differential equations like (14-16) cannot work in any embedded engineering systems, 
because all embedded systems are nonlinear; since by design systems implement the 
boundedness law. All digital systems are discrete in both time and in space. Therefore, there 
cannot exist the concept of limit, continuity, and derivatives, and so no nonlinear DE will be 
meaningful for embedded engineering.  
 
When we approximate derivatives by making it discrete in time and space then we have to create 
complete theory for their existence, uniqueness, convergence, optimality etc. for all nonlinear 
discrete systems that include the boundedness law. There exist some theories, only in a limited 
sense, for continuous time systems [25], but not for discrete cases. We have expressed these 
concerns while discussing EKF case. If there is no theory then that idea should not be used in 
any applications. It will create more confusion, more problems, more patches, kludges, and 
provide poor performances.  
 
Today our technology is processing communication systems even at 10 or 20 GHz rate using 
digital technology [26] and using parallel processing methods. As the technology evolves we may 
see even faster rate sampling of analog signals and use of digital techniques. Although it is 
possible to implement the digital ideas in [26] using the theory described in [4] and implementing 
by analog means as presented in [27], it is still not conceivable that there will be a need for DE in 
embedded systems in near future. 
 
We should also realize that the derivative is actually a law of conservation in disguise [18]. The 
derivative says that a small change in one thing will produce a small change in another thing. 

According to the action-reaction law, these two changes must be same also. Therefore ∆y, a 
small reaction in something, say y, divided by ∆x, a similarly small action on something else, say 
x, must always be one. We can then write as in (17): 
 

� ∆2
∆� 	 1 (17) 

 

We are neglecting the sign for simplification, and without loss of generality. This ratio is called the 
derivative. When these delta values are very small, the ratio is denoted as dy/dx, and can be 

represented as in (18).  

� �2
�� 	 1 (18) 

 

But in the theory of differential equations the derivatives are not always equal to one. There are 

many reasons for that. This happens mainly because x and y are normally not the same kind of 
variables or do not have the same units. If we convert both variables to the same physical unit, 
then the derivative will always be equal to one, because this was derived from the action reaction 
law (8), the third law of Newton. Thus in all of our modeling approach we should always ensure 

that (18) holds. Therefore by introducing differential equation we cannot get any new 
characteristics in our models. Best thing will be to follow the law of conservation moment by 
moment. 

 
A theory to control continuous time dynamic systems using DE and with boundedness 
nonlinearity can be found in paper [28] and in [3]. The idea in the paper definitely solves an 
important class of embedded engineering problems. The paper replaces the nonlinear function of 
the boundedness law by a smooth tanh trigonometric function and then uses Hamilton Jacobi 
Bellman method to solve the control problem. However, a realistic implementation of the idea for 
a complex embedded project operating under multitasking operating system is yet to be 
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demonstrated. This author does not feel confident that it can be implemented for discrete systems 
using a kludge free software. 
 
4.8 Measurable Functions 
Many theories in math, science, and engineering use the assumption of piece wise continuous 
(PWC) functions. These functions have discrete jumps in certain places over their domain. There 
are no piece wise continuous functions in any embedded engineering application.  If you put an 
oscilloscope probe on any pin of a digital microprocessor you will find a continuous signal. Thus 
even in digital electrical engineering there are no PWC functions. 
 
Measurable functions are another step extension of PWC in the abstract direction. Most common 
example found in textbooks is the following: 
 

� ���� 	 �1 � "�  
�"�6
7
0    � "� "  
�"�6
7#     8 � 9 :0,1< (19) 

 

If PWC is nonexistent, then how can (19) be useful in engineering? This kind of functions has 
been used as foundations of measure theory to extend the theory of integration, theory of 
differential equations, stochastic process [29] etc. The concept of measure theory provides a 
foundation of probability theory also. 
 
We have seen that the KF, which is based on probability theory, does not work. No matter how 
sophisticated theory we make using measureable functions, at the core of it we must find the 
probability of every event of the process. These events are defined using the set theoretic 
concept of sigma algebra [30]. It is not possible to find probability of events in a sigma-algebra for 
a real time engineering systems. No product will be reliable if it is based on such chance events, 
with assumptions. As mentioned before, nature and therefore engineering do not make any 
assumptions. Moreover probability is a linear measure also and engineering is not. We must 
extend mathematics downwards for its feasibility in engineering, and not upwards in abstract 
imaginary fields.  

 
5: PROPOSED DESIGN 
We have taken several standard and commonly used theories to show that none of them obey 
the new laws of nature identified in this paper. If we pick any theory from our existing database of 
theories we will be able to show that none of them will satisfy the new laws. Thus we will make 
our software unreliable; engineering will remain vulnerable, when we use such theories. 
 
As mentioned before the goal of this paper was to point out the root cause of the reliability 
problem of embedded systems, however we want to venture little bit into the idea of an approach 
for the alternative. The suggested approach in this section is quite dramatic, and yet very natural 
and taken from human activities. It is very difficult to think radical in our community and abandon 
all existing mathematical methods and go for a new approach. However, we believe that this 
approach will become a common practice in days ahead, as the sensor technology becomes 
cheaper, smaller, and better.  
 
If we know that the existing theories cannot work, because they violate all the laws, then why use 
any kind of theory to begin with. Best approach in engineering will be to use as much 
measurements as possible, and sample as fast as possible [10], and use them to make decisions 
at the next sample time. It will be always possible to implement such a design in all engineering 
problems; we just have to rethink it using a global view of our requirements and technology. 
Elimination of all theories that violate the laws, will significantly improve the quality of our 
embedded software. A 10 GHz high speed digital communication system has been proposed [27] 
to implement such a scheme without using any conventional adaptive algorithms. 
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The lessons from Kalman’s idea are very profound, and that is why we call it a philosophy in this 
paper. Kalman actually wanted to present his philosophy and provide its theoretical foundations 
with the help of a linear model. It says use the measurements to estimate what you want. We 
humans do not use math and science when we walk; we take measurements constantly using all 
our sensors, like eyes, ears etc., to make our ways around correctly. We have the technology and 
do not need to use inconsistent theories of math and science in our engineering products. After 
all our KF experiences show that we cannot find ABC and PQR parameters. This measurement 
only approach may even reduce the cost of development and maintenance of the product. 
Engineering will become simpler also, and will be very robust. 
 
Our technology may not be able to provide high quality sensors today at low prices. Under these 
circumstances we should take advantage of the simultaneity and complexity laws by using 
multiple sensors at multiple locations and processing them simultaneously using simple algebra. 
It is also very important to rethink the requirements and isolate it carefully from underlying design 
assumptions, which often include mathematics and science as its foundation. In the design 
process, while working at the details level, we must repeatedly come back to our high level 
thought processes to look at the requirements, in order to avoid such math and science theories. 
 
In summary, we use theories only because we do not have enough measurements, the 
measuring devices are not small, and are expensive. To compensate for the lack of these 
measurement data, we use unproven theories and patch work to extrapolate and interpolate data. 
If we rethink engineering then we will invest and produce better, smaller, and low cost sensors to 
make large set of simultaneous and interactive measurements thus eliminating the theories 
completely.  

 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown inconsistencies in many of our mathematical and scientific theories with the 
natural laws of embedded systems. If we take any theory from math and science, and then look 
at it using the embedded laws, we will be able to show its invalidity. Because of these problems, 
these theories cannot be used in embedded engineering. If we use them then we will be forced to 
add many patches and kludges in our embedded real time software to make engineering work 
and that will make our software very unpredictable, difficult to maintain, test and debug.  It is 
possible to rethink the entire engineering architecture and design problem using the Kalman 
philosophy of taking measurements, and using very simple algebraic theories.  
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Abstract 

 
Ventilation performance of a curved-blade turbine ventilator, a straight column covered with a flat 
hat, and a device of their combination of the same material and throat diameter of 21cm were 
tested on a room model of 3.0m long, 1.5m wide, and 3.0m high under simulated external wind 
and/or internal heat source. The wind speed was from 0m/s to 3.6m/s. The heat flux was up to 
3KW. Air speed through each device was measured and plotted as functions of both the wind 
speed and the heat flux. The results show that when buoyancy effects were dominant, i.e. internal 
heat source under low wind speed, the column performed best, followed by the combined device 
and lastly the turbine. When wind effects were dominant, the combined device worked best, 
followed by the turbine which was close to the column. Performance of the column was seen to 
suffer from the external wind while that of the turbine and the combined device benefited from it. 
Performance of the combined device was found to be better than that of the turbine due to stack 
effects gained by an increased throat height compared to the turbine’s. This observation suggests 
a simple modification to boost performance of current commercial low-throat turbine ventilators. 
 
Keywords: Turbine Ventilator, Vent Column, Wind Effects, Buoyancy Effects, Ventilation 
Performance. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Saving energy and utilizing natural, green energy resources are one of the key concerns of the 
world presently. In buildings, energy can be saved by employing natural methods for ventilation to 
replace electric fans or air conditioners. Natural ventilation strategies or devices are based on two 
main effects (Khan et al 2008a, Linden 1999, Awbi 2003): pressure induced by external wind and 
stack effects induced by temperature difference. 
 
Among natural ventilation devices, wind-driven turbine ventilator is the most common one. The 
device works both as a turbine driven by the external wind and as a fan withdrawing air from 
buildings’ interior (Khan 2008a, Khan 2008b, Lai 2003). Though this device has been used for 
long time, it still attracts research interests, particularly to compare its performance to other 
devices’ in enhancing ventilation (Lai 2003, Revel & Huynh 2004, Khan 2008b). Lai (2003) tested 
turbines with different sizes, and ventilation performance of a turbine with blades fixed or 
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removed (thus forming a simple hole) under external wind. He found that the stationary turbine 
with fixed blades worked identically to when the blades were removed, but poorly compared to 
when it was free to rotate. Revel & Huynh (2004) and Khan et al (2008b) compared flow rate 
through turbines and simple straight columns covered with plates of flat or conical shapes under 
wind effects. They reported the column with the flat cover gave the ventilation flow rate almost 
equivalent to that of the curved blade turbine of the same throat size. 
 
To enhance performance of turbine ventilators, Lai (2006) tested a prototype of a turbine using 
combined wind and photovoltaic energy by installing a fan inside the turbine. His results showed 
that the fan helped to increase ventilation rate under low wind speed. 
 
In this study, ventilation performance of a turbine ventilator is tested and compared with a simple 
vent column and another device, which is made from combination of the turbine and the column, 
under both wind and buoyancy effects.  
 
Our work is motivated from two facts. Firstly, as reported by Revel & Huynh (2004) and Khan et al 
(2008), a simpler, hence cheaper, straight column can match performance of a more complicated, 
hence costlier, turbine ventilator under wind effects. Secondly, in Vietnam, it is advertised as well 
as believed by the majority of people that turbine ventilators can help withdraw hot air from inside 
of buildings or factories even without external wind. A question was then raised to us about actual 
performance of the turbine, particularly when it is compared to the simple straight vent column 
under effects of external wind and large temperature difference between inside and outside 
buildings. To our knowledge, such tests have not yet been reported in the literature. 
 
In addition, it is also interesting to combine the turbine and the column to benefit from the strength 
of each device: rotating effects of the turbine blade under external wind and stack effects of the 
column under large outside-inside temperature difference. Therefore, the third device was formed 
by adding the column to the turbine. 

 
2. EXPERIMENT 

Experimental setup is described in Figure 1. 
 
The experiments were to simulate practical situations where the turbine was placed on top of a 
building or a room for ventilation. External wind flowed only over the turbine rather than over the 
whole building. With heat sources inside the building, e.g. cookers, computers in dwellings or 
working machines in factories, there was large temperature difference between inside the 
buildings and ambient air. 
 
To simulate a ventilated room, a room model was built with the size of (length x width x height) 
3.0m x 1.5m x 3.0m, which was similar (in height and length) to those of a small real room. The 
model was made of wood for good heat insulation properties. Air entered the model through an 
inlet of 0.8m x 0.6m and exited through the tested devices on the top of the model. 
 
External wind was simulated using a 50W electrical fan with the diameter of 40cm. Elevation of 
the fan, positioned on top of the room to make flow covering the tested devices but not the whole 
room, was adjusted to match that of each tested device. Metal screens were placed between the 
fan and the tested devices to reduce the rotating velocity component of the wind created by the 
fan and to increase its uniformity. Wind speed was adjusted by two means: adding electrical 
resistances connected serially to the fan and/or putting more screens. 
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FIGURE 1: Sketch of the experimental setup. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2: Three devices under test: (from left to right) turbine ventilator, straight column, and 
the combined turbine-column device. 

 
For simulating internal heat sources, electric light bulbs of 200W each and distributed in the 
center plane of the room model were used. The heat flux was controlled by the number of 
lightbulbs turned on in each experiment. 
 
With these apparatuses, the setup was capable of producing maximum wind speed of 3.6m/s, 
which was about the average wind speed in Hochiminh City, and maximum heat flux of 3kW, 
which yielded maximum inside-outside temperature difference of about 15

o
C. Higher wind speed 

would require faster and bigger fans; hence more complicated systems to remove the wind’s 
rotational velocity as well as to maintain its uniformity (for example, using a honeycomb). Higher 
heat flux would reduce the heat insulation ability of the model walls when the walls became hot 
quickly and large portion of heat was transferred to ambient environment. 
 
Tested devices consisted of a turbine ventilator, a vent column, and a device of their combination, 
as shown in Figure 2. All of the three devices were made of the same metal material. The turbine 
had 16 curved blades with the throat diameter of 21cm and the height from the base to the throat 
of 18cm. The vent column was made by removing the blades of the turbine and connecting a 
circular tube to the throat to form the total height of 68cm. This height was over the minimum 
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required value of 0.5m to prevent back draught (Awbi, 2003). The column was covered with a 
plane cap with the diameter of 42cm, or two times of the column’s, and the distance from the top 
of the column is 15cm, or three quarters of the column diameter. The dimensions of the cap were 
selected after Khan (2008b). The combined device was made by replacing the cap of the column 
by the turbine blades. Consequently, all three devices had the same throat diameter of 21cm. 
 
Speed and temperature of the air ventilated from the room model and through each device were 
measured under three conditions: external wind alone, internal heat source alone, and external 
wind coupled with internal heat source. Location of the measurement point was the same for 
three devices, namely at center of the throat of them. The external-wind speed was measured at 
a distance of 20cm in front of the devices. The speed of the air ventilated from the room model, 
the speed of the external-wind, and the temperature of the air were measured by a Kanomax 
A041 hotwire anemometer with the speed resolution of 1cm/s and the temperature resolution of 
0.1

o
C. Ambient air temperature was also read on an alcohol thermometer with a resolution of 

0.25
o
C. Testing range of the external wind speed was from 0m/s to 3.6m/s, and of the internal 

heat flux was 1KW, 2KW, and 3KW (equivalent to 5, 10 and 15 light bulbs turned on). Ambient 
temperature varied from 26

o
C to 34

o
C while internal temperature was from 26

o
C to 50

o
C. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Figure 3 shows the air speed through the turbine’s throat Vt for five test sets: external wind alone 
and the turbine was fixed intentionally (0KW-fixed); external wind alone and the turbine was free 
to rotate (0KW); wind coupled with 1KW, 2KW, and 3KW internal heat flux (1KW, 2KW, 3KW, 
respectively). Vt is seen to increase proportionally with both the wind speed and heat flux. In the 
test case 0KW, the free turbine did not rotate when the wind speed is 0m/s and 0.5m/s, and was 
identical to the fixed one. When the wind speed increased, the air speed through the free turbine 
was approximately twice of that of the fixed one. Therefore, hindered turbine ventilators, which 
are very common for the ones serving long time without maintenance, has very poor ventilation 
performance. This observation was also reported by Lai (2003). His results showed that a turbine 
with blades kept stationary could only produced ventilation flowrate of about one third of that 
when the blades were free to rotate.   
 
It is noted that in the case of no wind and no heat (0m/s, 0KW) there still exists air speed through 
the turbine. This is believed to be due to the temperature difference caused by solar heat 
absorbed by the metal roof of the laboratory. Since all tests were done in nearly the same 
ambient conditions, this natural temperature difference affected all three tested devices similarly 
and thus should have negligible influence on the comparison of their performance. 
 
With heat added (1KW, 2KW, and 3KW), but without external wind (0m/s), the turbine was still 
able to rotate with the air flow through it induced by the internal heat source. If the turbine was 
held stationary deliberately in these cases, the air speed through its throat decreased, as 
indicated by data point named “fixed” in Figure 3. From this observation, it can be interpreted that 
the freely rotating turbine, though received energy from the air flow to rotate, consumed less 
energy than the energy lost through the fixed turbine. 
 
Khan (2008b) reported that turbines obey the fan law: the flow rate is proportional to the rotation 
speed. In our tests, as the wind speed increased and more heat was added, the turbine spun 
faster. Accordingly, the air speed should increase with both the wind speed and the heat flux, as 
seen in Figure 3. 
 
In the case of combined wind-buoyancy effects, the empirical formula proposed by Walker and 
Wilson (Awbi 2003) allowed estimating the combined air speed: 
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FIGURE 3: Air speed through the turbine ventilator. 
 

 

  u = uw

2 + ub

2

       (1) 
 
where uw, ub, and u are the wind induced air speed, buoyancy-induced air speed, and the air 
speed under combined effects, respectively. 
 
Eq. (1) was applied to estimate the air speed u for test cases of 1KW, 2KW, and 3KW from non-
zero wind speed using uw at 0KW and ub at 1KW, 2KW, and 3KW but zero-wind speed, 
respectively. The results are also plotted in Figure 3, and show that Eq. (1) matches the 
measured data quite well, with maximum discrepancy about 10%. 
 
To check reliability of the data, two test sets were conducted at wind speed of 1.8m/s which was 
obtained by two different combinations of the electrical resistances connected serially to the fan 
and the number of metal screens. Two separate data points of each test case (0KW, 1KW, 2KW 
and 3KW) at the wind speed of 1.8m/s in Figure 3 represent the results from this two test sets. 
Good reproductivity can be seen. 
 
Figure 4 shows the air speed Vc through the column under combinations of the external wind and 
the internal heat source. As the heat flux increased, similar to the turbine, air speed increased 
accordingly. However, as the external wind speed increased, with and without the heat source, Vc 
seemed to vary in two regions. When wind speed was below about 1.3m/s, Vc was nearly 
constant. When the wind speed increased above 1.3m/s, in the test case of 0KW, Vc increased 
proportionally; in the test case of 1KW, Vc was nearly constant; but in the test case of 2KW and 
3KW, Vc decreased. 
 
From these observations, it can be seen that the external wind with speed below 1.3m/s had 
negligible effects on the air flow. Above this speed, with the wind alone, the airflow seems to 
benefit from negative pressure induced by the external wind on the top of column, hence Vc 
increased accordingly. With strong internal heat sources (test cases 2KW and 3KW), the air flow 
may be obstructed by the external wind with possible flow separation on the top of the column, 
hence effective area of the air flow was reduced and Vc decreased accordingly. With weak 
internal heat source (test case 1KW), air speed due to the heat alone was weak. Therefore, with 
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an external wind, the air flow through the device was proportionally less obstructed by the wind 
flow separation, since the energy loss of the air flow was proportional to the square of its speed. 
In addition, in this test case, the nearly constant Vc at upper range of the wind speed can be 
explained from the balance between the reduction of the airflow area mentioned above and the 
negative pressure induced by the external wind. 
 

 

 
FIGURE 4: Air speed through the vent column. 

 
As seen, for the column, wind effects did not assist buoyancy to enhance the air flow through the 
device. This is in contrast to Eq. (1). Consequently, Eq. (1) is not applicable to predict the 
combined wind-buoyancy effects on air flow through the column. 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 5: Air speed through the combined device. 
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FIGURE 6: Air speed through three devices under different wind speed and heat flux: a) 0KW, b) 
1KW, c) 2KW, d) 3KW 

 
Figure 5 shows variation of the air speed Vtc through the turbine-column combined device. The 
variation is seen to be quite identical to that of the turbine; namely the air speed Vtc increased as 
both the wind speed and the heat flux increased. Eq. (1) was also applicable; the predicted data 
are also plotted in Figure 5. Agreement between the measured and the predicted data is seen to 
be even better than the case of the turbine. 
 
To compare the performance of the three devices, their results are plotted together in Figure 6. 
With the wind alone (Figure 6a), performance of the turbine and the column are seen identical, 
except that at wind speed uw=3.6m/s, the turbine gave a little more air speed. The combined 
device, however, outperformed the other two at the upper range of the wind speed, about from 
2m/s and up. 
 
Comparisons of the turbine and the column found in this test case are similar to the results by 
Khan (2008b). That author reported that a 250mm column with a flat cover, which was the design 
used in this study, “did manage to almost keep up” with a 250mm turbine up to a wind speed of 
4.1m/s. 
 
With the combined wind-heat (1KW, 2KW, and 3KW), performance of the turbine catches up to 
the column’s when wind speed was over about 3m/s. The combined device always performed 
better than the turbine at any heat flux and wind speed, and could only match the column at the 
wind speed of about 2.2m/s, and then demonstrated better performance afterward. 
 
The combined device should benefit from stack effects that the column possessed but the turbine 
did not, and fan effects that the turbine had but the column did not. Meanwhile, it also suffered 
from the energy loss caused by the turbine. Consequently, performance of the combined device 
should be enhanced by the stack effects. On the other hand, since the stack effects mainly 
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depend on the internal heat flux, performance line of the combined device at a specific heat flux is 
expected to run parallel to that of the turbine, as seen in Figure 6a, 6b, and 6c. 
 
With the external wind alone, there is no stack effect. Accordingly, the performance of the 
combined device and of the turbine should be the same under the same fan effects. However, 
Figure 6a shows that at wind speed above 2m/s, the combined device drew more air. Reasons of 
this are not clear to the authors.  
 
To seek a universal description of the results with the combined wind-heat effects, 

nondimensional parameters u*=u/(uw+ub) and 1/ Ar  (Etheridge 2002) are used and plotted in 
Figure 7, where: 
 
- uw: external wind speed (m/s). 
 

-   ub
= ∆Tgh /T : buoyancy speed (m/s), in which T  is the ambient temperature (

o
K) and   ∆T  is 

the temperature difference between the ambient temperature (inlet temperature) and the air 
temperature at the outlet (

o
K). 

 

-     1/ Ar = ρu
w

/∆ρgh : reciprocal of the Archimedes number, in which   ρ  is the ambient air density 

(kg/m
3
) and     ∆ρ  is the air density difference between the inlet and the outlet (kg/m

3
).   ρ  and     ∆ρ  

are determined from the air temperature at the inlet and the outlet. 
 

Wind effects are negligible for very small value of 1/ Ar and buoyancy effects are negligible for 

very large value of 1/ Ar. Following Etheridge (2002), the test cases of wind alone are assigned 
to   1/ Ar =100 and the test cases of heat alone are assigned to   1/ Ar = 0.01. At   1/ Ar = 0.01, 
values of u*=u/ub (as uw=0), are averaged ones from data of three tests of 1KW, 2KW and 3KW 

for each device, and at   1/ Ar =100, values of u*=u/uw (as ub=0), are those corresponding to tests 
with maximum wind speed but without heat source, i.e. (uw=3.6m/s, 0KW) for each device. 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 7: Nondimensional air speed through three devices against 1/Ar. 
 
Figure 7 reconfirms that when the buoyancy effects are dominant, the column performs best, 
followed by the combined device and then the turbine. When wind effects are dominant, the 
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combined device performs best, followed by the turbine and then the column. In addition, from the 
trend of the data curves in Figure 7, it seems that ratios between the air speed and the external 
wind speed approach to about 17%, 20%, and 25% for the column, the turbine, and the combined 
device respectively as the wind effects become strong. 
 
From the above observations, with the purposes of maximum ventilation rate, for cases with 
strong buoyancy effects (high temperature difference and low wind speed), the column is 
recommended. For cases with strong wind effects (high wind speed and low temperature 
difference), the combined device is recommended. For general cases where both effects exist, 
the combined device should be the best solution. 
 
Since the combined device is actually the turbine with higher throat, enhancing the throat height 
of an ordinary short-throat turbine should boost its ventilation performance under combined wind-
buoyancy effects. This point may be useful for upgrading available short-throat turbines, since 
replacing their throat is simple, and should be considered for manufacturing new turbine 
ventilators. 

 
4. SUMMARY 
Ventilation performances of three devices, namely a turbine ventilator, a vent column, and a 
device made by their combination, all with the same throat area, were tested and compared 
under the effects of wind alone, buoyancy alone and coupled wind-buoyancy experimentally. 
Compared values were the air speed through the devices. When buoyancy effects were 
dominant, the column, though the simplest device, was the best. When wind effects were 
dominant, the combined device performed best. Under coupled wind-buoyancy effects, the 
combined device was seen to benefit from stack effects of the column to offer higher ventilation 
air speed than the turbine but still could not match the performance of the column. 
 
From the experiments, two conclusions can be seen. Firstly, the turbine does not help to withdraw 
hot air from inside buildings as much as the column does, particularly when there is no or little 
external wind, though the former is much more expensive and advertised to do so effectively. 
Secondly, with the height of its throat increased, the turbine was seen to perform better. 
Therefore, ventilation performance of current commercial low-throat turbine ventilators can be 
boosted by simple modifications of increasing their throat height. 
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Abstract 

 
Design a nonlinear controller for second order nonlinear uncertain dynamical systems is one of 
the most important challenging works. This paper focuses on the design of a chattering free 
mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller (MTSMC) for highly nonlinear dynamic 
robot manipulator, in presence of uncertainties. In order to provide high performance nonlinear 
methodology, sliding mode controller is selected. Pure sliding mode controller can be used to 
control of partly known nonlinear dynamic parameters of robot manipulator.  Conversely, pure 
sliding mode controller is used in many applications; it has an important drawback namely; 
chattering phenomenon which it can causes some problems such as saturation and heat the 
mechanical parts of robot manipulators or drivers.  
 
In order to reduce the chattering this research is used the switching function in presence of 
mathematical error-based method instead of switching function method in pure sliding mode 
controller. The results demonstrate that the sliding mode controller with switching function is a 
model-based controllers which works well in certain and partly uncertain system. Pure sliding 
mode controller has difficulty in handling unstructured model uncertainties. To solve this problem 
applied mathematical model-free tuning method to sliding mode controller for adjusting the sliding 
surface gain (λ ). Since the sliding surface gain (λ) is adjusted by mathematical model free-based 
tuning method, it is nonlinear and continuous. In this research new λ is obtained by the previous λ 
multiple sliding surface slopes updating factor �α�. Chattering free mathematical error-based 
tuning sliding mode controller is stable controller which eliminates the chattering phenomenon 
without to use the boundary layer saturation function. Lyapunov stability is proved in 
mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller with switching (sign) function. This 
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controller has acceptable performance in presence of uncertainty (e.g., overshoot=0%, rise 
time=0.8 second, steady state error = 1e-9 and RMS error=1.8e-12).  
 
Keywords: Nonlinear Controller, Chattering Free Mathematical Error-based Tuning Sliding Mode 
Controller, Uncertainties, Chattering Phenomenon, Robot Arm, Sliding Mode Controller, Adaptive 
Methodology. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  
The international organization defines the robot as “an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, 
multipurpose manipulator with three or more axes.” The institute of robotic in The United States 
Of America defines the robot as “a reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator design to move 
material, parts, tools, or specialized devices through various programmed motions for the 
performance of variety of tasks”[1]. Robot manipulator is a collection of links that connect to each 
other by joints, these joints can be revolute and prismatic that revolute joint has rotary motion 
around an axis and prismatic joint has linear motion around an axis. Each joint provides one or 
more degrees of freedom (DOF). From the mechanical point of view, robot manipulator is divided 
into two main groups, which called; serial robot links and parallel robot links. In serial robot 
manipulator, links and joints is serially connected between base and final frame (end-effector). 
Most of industrial robots are serial links, which in � degrees of freedom serial link robot 
manipulator the axis of the first three joints has a known as major axis, these axes show the 
position of end-effector, the axis number four to six are the minor axes that use to calculate the 
orientation of end-effector and the axis number seven to � use to reach the avoid the difficult 
conditions (e.g., surgical robot and space robot manipulator). Dynamic modeling of robot 
manipulators is used to describe the behavior of robot manipulator such as linear or nonlinear 
dynamic behavior, design of model based controller such as pure sliding mode controller and 
pure computed torque controller which design these controller are based on nonlinear dynamic 
equations, and for simulation. The dynamic modeling describes the relationship between joint 
motion, velocity, and accelerations to force/torque or current/voltage and also it can be used to 
describe the particular dynamic effects (e.g., inertia, coriolios, centrifugal, and the other 
parameters) to behavior of system[1-10]. The Unimation PUMA 560 serially links robot 
manipulator was used as a basis, because this robot manipulator is widely used in industry and 
academic. It has a nonlinear and uncertain dynamic parameters serial link 6 degrees of freedom 
(DOF) robot manipulator. A nonlinear robust controller design is major subject in this work. 
Controller is a device which can sense information from linear or nonlinear system (e.g., robot 
manipulator) to improve the systems performance [3].   The main targets in designing control 
systems are stability, good disturbance rejection, and small tracking error[5]. Several industrial 
robot manipulators are controlled by linear methodologies (e.g., Proportional-Derivative (PD) 
controller, Proportional- Integral (PI) controller or Proportional- Integral-Derivative (PID) 
controller), but when robot manipulator works with various payloads and have uncertainty in 
dynamic models this technique has limitations. From the control point of view, uncertainty is 
divided into two main groups: uncertainty in unstructured inputs (e.g., noise, disturbance) and 
uncertainty in structure dynamics (e.g., payload, parameter variations). In some applications robot 
manipulators are used in an unknown and unstructured environment, therefore strong 
mathematical tools used in new control methodologies to design nonlinear robust controller with 
an acceptable performance (e.g., minimum error, good trajectory, disturbance rejection).  
 
Sliding mode controller (SMC) is a significant nonlinear controller under condition of partly 
uncertain dynamic parameters of system. This controller is used to control of highly nonlinear 
systems especially for robot manipulators, because this controller is a robust and stable [11-30]. 
Conversely, pure sliding mode controller is used in many applications; it has two important 
drawbacks namely; chattering phenomenon, and nonlinear equivalent dynamic formulation in 
uncertain dynamic parameter. The chattering phenomenon problem can be reduced by using 
linear saturation boundary layer function in sliding mode control law [31-50]. Lyapunov stability is 
proved in pure sliding mode controller based on switching (sign) function. The nonlinear 
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equivalent dynamic formulation problem in uncertain system can be solved by using artificial 
intelligence theorem or online tuning methodology. Fuzzy logic theory is used to estimate the 
system dynamic. However fuzzy logic controller is used to control complicated nonlinear dynamic 
systems, but it cannot guarantee stability and robustness. Pure sliding mode controller has 
difficulty in handling unstructured model uncertainties. It is possible to solve this problem by 
combining sliding mode controller and adaption law which this method can helps improve the 
system’s tracking performance by online tuning method [51-61].  
 
Literature Review 
Chattering phenomenon can causes some problems such as saturation and heats the 
mechanical parts of robot arm or drivers. To reduce or eliminate the oscillation, various papers 
have been reported by many researchers which one of the best method is; boundary layer 
saturation method [1]. In boundary layer linear saturation method, the basic idea is the 
discontinuous method replacement by linear continuous saturation method with small 
neighborhood of the switching surface. This replacement caused to considerable chattering 
reduction. Slotine and Sastry have introduced boundary layer method instead of discontinuous 
method to reduce the chattering[21]. Slotine has presented sliding mode controller with boundary 
layer to improve the industry application [22]. Palm has presented a fuzzy method to nonlinear 
approximation instead of linear approximation inside the boundary layer to improve the chattering 
and control the result performance[23]. Moreover, Weng and Yu improved the previous method 
by using a new method in fuzzy nonlinear approximation inside the boundary layer and adaptive 
method[24]. Control of robot arms using conventional controllers are based on robot arm dynamic 
modelling. These controllers often have many problems for modelling. Conventional controllers 
require accurate information of dynamic model of robot arms. When the system model is 
unknown or when it is known but complicated, it is difficult or impossible to use conventional 
mathematics to process this model[32]. In various dynamic parameters systems that need to be 
training on-line, adaptive control methodology is used. Mathematical model free adaptive method 
is used in systems which want to training parameters by performance knowledge. In this research 
in order to solve disturbance rejection and uncertainty dynamic parameter, adaptive method is 
applied to sliding mode controller. Mohan and Bhanot [40] have addressed comparative study 
between some adaptive fuzzy, and a new hybrid fuzzy control algorithm for robot arm control. 
They found that self-organizing fuzzy logic controller and proposed hybrid integrator fuzzy give 
the best performance as well as simple structure. Temeltas [46] has proposed fuzzy adaption 
techniques for VSC to achieve robust tracking of nonlinear systems and solves the chattering 
problem. Conversely system’s performance is better than sliding mode controller; it is depended 
on nonlinear dynamic equqation. Hwang et al. [47]have proposed a Tagaki-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy 
model based sliding mode controller based on N fuzzy based linear state-space to estimate the 
uncertainties. A MIMO FVSC reduces the chattering phenomenon and reconstructs the 
approximate the unknown system has been presented for a nonlinear system [42].  Yoo and Ham 
[58]have proposed a MIMO fuzzy system to help the compensation and estimation the torque 
coupling. This method can only tune the consequence part of the fuzzy rules. Medhafer et al. [59] 
have proposed an indirect adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller to control nonlinear system. This 
MIMO algorithm, applies to estimate the nonlinear dynamic parameters. Compared with the 
previous algorithm the numbers of fuzzy rules have reduced by introducing the sliding surface as 
inputs of fuzzy systems. Guo and Woo [60]have proposed a SISO fuzzy system compensate and 
reduce the chattering.  Lin and Hsu [61] can tune both systems by fuzzy rules. Eksin et. al [83] 
have designed mathematical model-free sliding surface slope in fuzzy sliding mode controller. In 
above method researchers are used saturation function instead of switching function therefore 
the proof of stability is very difficult.  
  
Problem Statements  
One of the significant challenges in control algorithms is a linear behavior controller design for 
nonlinear systems (e.g., robot manipulator). Some of robot manipulators which work in industrial 
processes are controlled by linear PID controllers, but the design of linear controller for robot 
manipulators is extremely difficult because they are hardly nonlinear and uncertain [1-2, 6]. To 
reduce the above challenges, the nonlinear robust controller is used to control of robot 
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manipulator. Sliding mode controller is a powerful nonlinear robust controller under condition of 
partly uncertain dynamic parameters of system [7]. This controller is used to control of highly 
nonlinear systems especially for robot manipulators. Chattering phenomenon and nonlinear 
equivalent dynamic formulation in uncertain dynamic parameter are two main drawbacks in pure 
sliding mode controller [20]. The chattering phenomenon problem in pure sliding mode controller 
is reduced by using linear saturation boundary layer function but prove the stability is very 
difficult. In this research the nonlinear equivalent dynamic formulation problem and chattering 
phenomenon in uncertain system is solved by using on-line tuning theorem [8]. To estimate the 
system dynamics, mathematical error-based sliding mode controller is designed. Pure sliding 
mode controller has difficulty in handling unstructured model uncertainties. It is possible to solve 
this problem by combining sliding mode controller and mathematical error-based tuning. This 
method is based on resolve the on line sliding surface gain (�) as well as improve the output 
performance by tuning the sliding surface slope updating factor (�). Mathematical error-based 
tuning sliding mode controllers is stable model-free controller and eliminates the chattering 
phenomenon without to use the boundary layer saturation function. Lyapunov stability is proved in 
mathematical error-based tuning fuzzy sliding mode controller based on switching (sign) function. 
Section 2, is served as an introduction to the sliding mode controller formulation algorithm and its 
application to control of robot manipulator. Part 3, introduces and describes the methodology 
(design mathematical error-based sliding mode controller) algorithms and proves Lyapunov 
stability. Section 4 presents the simulation results and discussion of this algorithm applied to a 
robot arm and the final section is describing the conclusion.  

 
 2. THEOREM: DYNAMIC FORMULATION OF ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR, 
SLIDING MODE FORMULATION APPLIED TO ROBOT ARM AND PROOF OF 
STABILITY  
 
Dynamic of robot arm: The equation of an n-DOF robot manipulator governed by the following 
equation [1, 4, 15-29, 63-74]: �����	 
 ���, � � � � (1) 
Where τ is actuation torque, M (q) is a symmetric and positive define inertia matrix, ���, � � is the 
vector of nonlinearity term. This robot manipulator dynamic equation can also be written in a 
following form [1-29]: � � �����	 
 ������  � � 
 ������ �� 
 ����  (2) 

Where B(q) is the matrix of coriolios torques, C(q) is the matrix of centrifugal torques, and G(q) is 
the vector of gravity force. The dynamic terms in equation (2) are only manipulator position. This 
is a decoupled system with simple second order linear differential dynamics. In other words, the 
component �	  influences, with a double integrator relationship, only the joint variable��, 
independently of the motion of the other joints. Therefore, the angular acceleration is found as to 
be [3, 41-62]: �	 � ������. �� � ���, � ��  (3) 

This technique is very attractive from a control point of view. 
 
Sliding Mode methodology: Consider a nonlinear single input dynamic system is defined by [6]: �� � � !��""#� 
 $��""#�% (4) 

Where u is the vector of control input, �� � is the  &'  derivation of �, � � ��, � , �	 , … , �� ����)  is 
the state vector, !��� is unknown or uncertainty, and $��� is of known sign function. The main 

goal to design this controller is train to the desired state;        �* � ��*, � *, �	 *, … , �*� ����), and 
trucking error vector is defined by [6]:  
 �+ � � � �* � ��+, … , �+� ����) (5) 

A time-varying sliding surface ,��, &� in the state space -  is given by [6]: 
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,��, &� � � **& 
 .� �� �+ � / 
(6) 

where λ is the positive constant. To further penalize tracking error, integral part can be used in 
sliding surface part as follows [6]: ,��, &� � � 001 
 .� ��  23 �+&

/ *&4 � / 
(7) 

The main target in this methodology is kept the sliding surface slope ,��, &� near to the zero. 
Therefore, one of the common strategies is to find input 5 outside of ,��, &� [6]. �� **& ,���, &� 6 �7|,��, &�| (8) 

where ζ is positive constant.  

If  S(0)>09 ::; <�;� 6 �= (9) 

To eliminate the derivative term, it is used an integral term from t=0 to t=&>?@A'  3 **&&B&>?@A'
&B/ C�&� 6 � 3 D 9 C&B&>?@A'

&B/ �&>?@A'� � C�/� 6 �7�&>?@A' � /� 
(10) 

 
Where 1EFGHI is the time that trajectories reach to the sliding surface so, suppose  S(1EFGHI � 0� 
defined as / � C�/� 6 �D�&>?@A'� 9 &>?@A' 6 C�/�7  

(11) 

and K! C�/� L 0 9 0 � M�/� 6 �D�&>?@A'� 9 C�/� 6 �7�&>?@A'� 9 &>?@A' 6 |C�/�|D  
(12) 

 Equation (12) guarantees time to reach the sliding surface is smaller than  
|C�/�|7   since the 

trajectories are outside of M�1�. K! C&>?@A' � C�/� 9 ?>>N>�� � �*� � /   (13) 

suppose S is defined as  ,��, &� � � **& 
 .�  �+ � �O � O :� 
 P�O � O:�   (14) 

The derivation of S, namely, M can be calculated as the following; C � �O	 � O	 :� 
 P�O � O :�   (15) 

suppose the second order system is defined as;  �	 � ! 
 % 9 C � ! 
 5 � �	 * 
 P�O � O :�   (16) 

Where ! is the dynamic uncertain, and also since M � 0 Q�0 M � 0, to have the best 

approximation ,5R is defined as 5R � �!S 
 �	 * � .�O � O :�   (17) 

A simple solution to get the sliding condition when the dynamic parameters have uncertainty is 
the switching control law: 5*K, � 5R � T��""#, &� · VWX�,�   (18) 

where the switching function VWX�<� is defined as [1, 6] ,Y �,� � Z �            , [ 0��           , L 0/               , � /\  (19) 

and the T��""#, &� is the positive constant. Suppose by (8) the following equation can be written as, 
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�� **& ,���, &� � < · < � ]! � !S � TVWX�,�^ · C � _! � !S` · C � T|C|  (20) 

and if the equation (12) instead of (11) the sliding surface can be calculated as  ,��, &� � � **& 
 .��  23 �+&
/ *&4 � �O � O :� 
 �.�O � O :� � P��O � O:�  (21) 

in this method the approximation of 5 is computed as [6] 5R � �!S 
 �	 * � �.�O � O :� 
 P��O � O:�  (22) 

Based on above discussion, the sliding mode control law for a multi degrees of freedom robot 
manipulator is written as [1, 6]: � � �?� 
 �*K,  (23) 

Where, the model-based component �?� is the nominal dynamics of systems and  �?� for first 3 

DOF PUMA robot manipulator can be calculate as follows [1]: �?� � ]����� 
 � 
 �� 
 C ^�  (24) 

and �*K, is computed as [1]; �*K, � T · VWX�C� (25) 

by replace the formulation (25) in (23) the control output can be written as; � � �?� 
 T. VWX�C�  (26) 

By (26) and (24) the sliding mode control of PUMA 560 robot manipulator is calculated as;  � � ]����� 
 � 
 �� 
 C ^� 
 T · VWX�C� (27) 

where M � �a 
 a  in PD-SMC and M � �a 
 a 
 �bc�c ∑ a in PID-SMC. 

 
 
 
Proof of Stability: the lyapunov formulation can be written as follows, e � �� C). �. C   (28) 

the derivation of f can be determined as, e � 
�� C). � . C 
 C) �C    (29) 

the dynamic equation of IC engine can be written based on the sliding surface as �C � �eC 
 �C 
 � 
 � 
 �  (30) 

it is assumed that C)_� � �� 
 � 
 �`C � /  (31) 

by substituting (30) in (29) e � �� C)� C � C)� 
 �C 
 C)_�C 
 � 
 �C 
 �` � C)_�C 
 � 
 �C 
 �`  (32) 

suppose the control input is written as follows 5R � 5�N gh ?@>i 
 5*h,i � ]���i�� 
 � 
 �� 
 C ^�R 
 T. ,Y �C� 
 � 
 �C 
 � (33) 

by replacing the equation (33) in (32) e � C)��C 
 � 
 � 
 � � �R C � � 
 �i C 
 � � T,Y �C� � C) j�k C 
 � 
 �l C 
 � �T,Y �C�`  

(34) 
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it is obvious that m�k C 
 � 
 �l C 
 �m 6 m�k C m 
 m� 
 �l C 
 �m  (35) 

the Lemma equation in robot arm system can be written as follows T% � ]m�k C m 
 |� 
 �C 
 �| 
 D^K , K � �, �, n, o, …  (36) 

the equation (11) can be written as T% p q]�k C 
 � 
 �C 
 �^Kq 
 DK  (37) 

therefore, it can be shown that e 6 � r DK
 

KB� |CK|  (38) 

Consequently the equation (38) guaranties the stability of the Lyapunov equation. Figure 1 is 
shown pure sliding mode controller, applied to robot arm. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Block diagram of a sliding mode controller: applied to robot arm  
 

2. METHODOLOGY: DESIGN MATHEMATICAL ERROR-BASED 
CHATTERING FREE SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER WITH SWITCHING 
FUNCTION 

Sliding mode controller has difficulty in handling unstructured model uncertainties. It is possible to 
solve this problem by combining sliding mode controller and mathematical error-based tuning 
method which this method can helps to eliminate the chattering in presence of switching function 
method and improves the system’s tracking performance by online tuning method. In this 
research the nonlinear equivalent dynamic (equivalent part) formulation problem in uncertain 
system is solved by using on-line mathematical error-based tuning theorem. In this method 
mathematical error-based theorem is applied to sliding mode controller to estimate the nonlinear 
equivalent part.  Sliding mode controller has difficulty in handling unstructured model 
uncertainties and this controller’s performance is sensitive to sliding surface slope coefficient. It is 
possible to solve above challenge by combining mathematical error-based tuning method and 
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sliding mode controller which this methodology can help to improve system’s tracking 
performance by on-line tuning (mathematical error-based tuning) method. Based on above 
discussion, compute the best value of sliding surface slope coefficient has played important role 
to improve system’s tracking performance especially when the system parameters are unknown 
or uncertain. This problem is solved by tuning the surface slope coefficient (.) of the sliding mode 
controller continuously in real-time. In this methodology, the system’s performance is improved 
with respect to the classical sliding mode controller. Figure 2 shows the mathematical error-based 
tuning sliding mode controller. Based on (23) and (27) to adjust the sliding surface slope 

coefficient we define st�u|�� as the fuzzy based tuning. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2: Block diagram of a mathematical error-based sliding mode controller: applied to 
robot arm 

 !S��|.� � .)v       (39) 

If minimum error (.w) is defined by; .w � @>Y xK  �jC%yq!S��|.� � !���z� (40) 

Where �{ is adjusted by an adaption law and this law is designed to minimize the error’s 
parameters of . � .w. adaption law in mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller is 
used to adjust the sliding surface slope coefficient. Mathematical error-based tuning part is a 
supervisory controller based on the following formulation methodology. This controller has three 
inputs namely; error �a�, change of error (a) and the second derivative of error (a	) and an output 
namely; gain updating factor���. As a summary design a mathematical error-based tuning is 
based on the following formulation: v � ?� � �j?	 �&�? �w�z���|

�}|?|  +C ? �w� � ? �&�    K! ? �&� p ? �& � �� ? �w� � ? �& � ��    K! ? �& � �� [ ? �&� 

(41) 

  
Where ��� is gain updating factor, (a	) is the second derivative of error, (a) is change of error, �a� 
is error and C is a coefficient.  
 
Proof of Stability: The Lyapunov function in this design is defined as 
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e � �� C)�C 
 �� r �~,�
�

�B� �). �� (42) 

where ��� is a positive coefficient, � � .w � ., �w is minimum error and � is adjustable parameter. 

Since � � 2f is skew-symetric matrix; C)�C 
 �� C)� C � C)��C 
 eC�  (43) 

If the dynamic formulation of robot manipulator defined by � � �����	 
 e��, � �� 
 ���� (44) 

the controller formulation is defined by � � �R �	 > 
 eR� > 
 �R � .C � T (45) 

According to (43) and (44) �����	 
 e��, � �� 
 ���� � �R �	 > 
 eR� > 
 �R � .C � T (46) 

Since � > � � � C and �	 > � �	 � C   �C 
 �e 
 .�C � ∆! � T  (47) 

�C � �! � T � eC � .C 
The derivation of V is defined 

e � C)�C 
 �� C)� C 
 r �~,�
�

�B� �). � �  (48) 

e � C)��C 
 eC� 
 r �~,�
�

�B� �). � � 
 
Based on (46) and (47) 

e � C)��! � T � eC � .C 
 eC� 
 r �~,�
�

�B� �). � � (49) 

where ∆s � ������	 
 f��, � �� 
 ����� � ∑ .)��B� v       
 

 e � r]C���!� � T��^�
�B� �C).C 
 r �~,�

�
�B� �). � �  

 
suppose � is defined as follows 

v� � ?� � ��?	 �&�? �w�� � ��|
� 
 |?|  
 �  (50) 

according to 48 and 49; 

e � r
���
��C���!� � .)�?� � 2�?	 �&�? �w�� � �4|

� 
 |?|  
 ��
���
���

�B� �C).C 
 r �~,�
�

�B� �). � � 
(51) 

Based on � � �w � � 9 � � �w � � 
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e � r
���
��C���!� � �w)�?� � 2�?	 �&�? �w�� � �4|

� 
 |?|  
 �� 
 �)�?� � 2�?	 �&�? �w�� � �4|
� 
 |?|  
 ��

���
���

�B� �C).C

 r �~,�

�
�B� �). � � 

 

(52) 

e � r
���
��C���!� � �.w�)�?� � 2�?	 �&�? �w�� � �4|

� 
 |?|  
 ��
���
���

�B� �C).C 
 r �~,�
�

�B� ��)�?� � ��?	 �&�? �w�� � ��|
� 
 |?|  
 �


 � ��� 

 

where � � � ?� � �j?	 �&�? �w�z���|
�}|?|  
 � is adaption law, �� � �� � � ��?� � �j?	 �&�? �w�z���|

�}|?|  
 �� 
  e  is considered by 

e � r�C�
x

�B� ∆!� � ��.�w�)?� � ��?	 �&�? �w�� � ��|
� 
 |?|  
 ��� � C).C  (53) 

 
The minimum error is defined by 

?x� � ∆!� � ��.�w�)?� � ��?	 �&�? �w�� � ��|
� 
 |?|  
 �� 

(54) 

Therefore e  is computed as e � r�C�
x

�B� ?x�� � C).C 
(55) 

6 ∑ |C�x�B� ||?x�| � C).C      
� r |C�

x
�B� ||?x�| � .�C��   

      � r |C�
x

�B� |_m?x�m � .�C�`   (56) 

For continuous function ��u�, and suppose   [ 0 it is defined the fuzzy logic  
system in form of  C%y�¡5|!��� � Y���| L ¢ (57) 

the minimum approximation error �a£�� is very small.  K!  .� � v     &'@&     vmC�m [ ?x� _C� ¤ /`        &'?     e L 0 s¥¦ _C� ¤ /` (58) 

 
3. RESULTS 
Pure sliding mode controller has difficulty in handling unstructured model uncertainties. It is 
possible to solve this problem by combining sliding mode controller and mathematical error-based 
tuning in a single IC chip or combining sliding mode controller by fuzzy logic method (FSMC). 
These methods can improve the system’s tracking performance by online tuning method or soft 
computing method. Proposed method is based on resolve the on line sliding surface slope as well 
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as improve the output performance by tuning the sliding surface slope coefficient. The sliding 
surface gain (.) of this controller is adjusted online depending on the last values of error �a�, 
change of error (a) and power two of derivative of error (a	) by sliding surface slope updating factor 
(��. Fuzzy sliding mode controller is based on applied fuzzy logic in sliding mode controller to 
estimate the dynamic formulation in equivalent part. Mathematical error-based tuning sliding 
mode controller is stable model-based controller which does not need to limits the dynamic model 
of robot manipulator and eliminate the chattering phenomenon without to use the boundary layer 
saturation function.  
 
This section is focused on compare between Sliding Mode Controller (SMC), Fuzzy Sliding Mode 
Controller (FSMC) and mathematical error-based tuning Sliding Mode Controller (MTSMC).  
These controllers were tested by step responses. In this simulation, to control position of PUMA 
robot manipulator the first, second, and third joints are moved from home to final position without 
and with external disturbance. The simulation was implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment. 
trajectory performance, torque performance, disturbance rejection, steady state error and 
RMS error are compared in these controllers. These systems are tested by band limited white 
noise with a predefined 10%, 20% and 40% of relative to the input signal amplitude. This type of 
noise is used to external disturbance in continuous and hybrid systems and applied to nonlinear 
dynamic of these controllers. 
 
Tracking Performances  
Based on (27) in sliding mode controller; controllers performance are depended on the gain 
updating factor (§) and sliding surface slope coefficient (�). These two coefficients are computed 
by trial and error in SMC. The best possible coefficients in step FSMC are; §¨ � §© � §� � 18,�� � �c � �¬ � 0.1, Q�0 �� � 3, �c � 6, �¬ � 6 and the best possible coefficients in step SMC are; �� � 1 , �c � 6, �¬ � 8; §¨ � §© � §� � 10; �� � �c � �¬ � 0.1. In mathematical error-based tuning 

sliding mode controller the sliding surface gain  is adjusted online depending on the last values of 
error �a�, change of error (a) and the second derivation of error (a	) by sliding surface slope 
updating factor (��.   Figure 3 shows tracking performance in mathematical error-based tuning 
sliding mode controller (MTSMC), fuzzy sliding mode controller (FSMC) and SMC without 
disturbance for step trajectory.  
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FIGURE 3   FSMC, MTSMC, desired input and SMC for first, second and third link step trajectory 
performance without disturbance 

 
Based on Figure 3 it is observed that, the overshoot in MTSMC is 0%, in SMC’s is 1% and in 
FSMC’s is 0%, and rise time in MTSMC’s is 0.6 seconds, in SMC’s is 0.483 second and in 
FSMC’s is about 0.6 seconds. From the trajectory MATLAB simulation for MTSMC, SMC and 
FSMC in certain system, it was seen that all of three controllers have acceptable performance. 
 
Disturbance Rejection 
Figures 4 to 6 show the power disturbance elimination in MTSMC, SMC and FSMC with 
disturbance for step trajectory. The disturbance rejection is used to test the robustness 
comparisons of these three controllers for step trajectory. A band limited white noise with 
predefined of 10%, 20% and 40% the power of input signal value is applied to the step trajectory. 
It found fairly fluctuations in SMC and FSMC trajectory responses.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 4 : Desired input, MTSMC, FSMC and SMC for first, second and third link trajectory with 
10%external disturbance: step trajectory 

 
Based on Figure 4; by comparing step response trajectory with 10% disturbance of relative to the 
input signal amplitude in MTSMC, FSMC and SMC, MTSMC’s overshoot about (0%) is lower than 
FSMC’s (0.5%) and SMC’s (1%). SMC’s rise time (0.5 seconds) is lower than FSMC’s (0.63 
second) and MTSMC’s (0.65 second). Besides the Steady State and RMS error in MTSMC, 
FSMC and SMC it is observed that, error performances in MTSMC (Steady State error =1.08e-
12 and RMS error=1.5e-12) are bout lower than FSMC (Steady State error =1.08e-6 and RMS 
error=1.5e-6) and SMC’s (Steady State error=1.6e-6 and RMS error=1.9e-6).  
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FIGURE 5: Desired input, MTSMC, FSMC and SMC for first, second and third link trajectory with 
20%external disturbance: step trajectory 

 
Based on Figure 5; by comparing step response trajectory with 20% disturbance of relative to the 
input signal amplitude in MTSMC, FSMC and SMC, MTSMC’s overshoot about (0%) is lower than 
FSMC’s (1.8%) and SMC’s (2.1%). SMC’s rise time (0.5 seconds) is lower than FSMC’s (0.63 
second) and MTSMC’s (0.66 second). Besides the Steady State and RMS error in FTFSMC, 
FSMC and PD-SMC it is observed that, error performances in MTSMC (Steady State error 
=1.2e-12 and RMS error=1.8e-12) are about lower than FSMC (Steady State error =1.7e-5 and 
RMS error=2e-5) and SMC’s (Steady State error=1.8e-5 and RMS error=2e-5). Based on 
Figure 6, it was seen that, MTSMC’s performance is better than FSMC and SMC because 
MTSMC can auto-tune the sliding surface slope coefficient as the dynamic manipulator 
parameter’s change and in presence of external disturbance whereas FSMC and SMC cannot.  
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FIGURE 6 : Desired input, MTSMC, FSMC and SMC for first, second and third link trajectory with 
40%external disturbance: step trajectory 

 
Based on Figure 6; by comparing step response trajectory with 40% disturbance of relative to the 
input signal amplitude in MTSMC, SMC and FSMC, MTSMC’s overshoot about (0%) is lower than 
FSMC’s (6%) and PD-SMC’s (8%). SMC’s rise time (0.5 seconds) is lower than FSMC’s (0.7 
second) and MTSMC’s (0.8 second). Besides the Steady State and RMS error in MTSMC, 
FSMC and SMC it is observed that, error performances in MTSMC (Steady State error =1.3e-12 
and RMS error=1.8e-12) are about lower than FSMC (Steady State error =10e-4 and RMS 
error=0.69e-4) and SMC’s (Steady State error=10e-4 and RMS error=11e-4). Based on Figure 
7, FSMC and SMC have moderately oscillation in trajectory response with regard to 40% of the 
input signal amplitude disturbance but MTSMC has stability in trajectory responses in presence of 
uncertainty and external disturbance. Based on Figure 6 in presence of 40% unstructured 
disturbance, MTSMC’s is more robust than FSMC and SMC because MTSMC can auto-tune the 
sliding surface slope coefficient as the dynamic manipulator parameter’s change and in presence 
of external disturbance whereas FSMC and SMC cannot. 
 
Torque Performance 
Figures 7 and 8 have indicated the power of chattering rejection in MTSMC, SMC and FSMC with 
40% disturbance and without disturbance. 
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FIGURE 7 : MTSMC, SMC and FSMC for first, second and third link torque performance without 
disturbance 

 
Figure 7 shows torque performance for first three links PUMA robot manipulator in MTSMC, SMC 
and FSMC without disturbance. Based on Figure 7, MTSMC, SMC and FSMC give considerable 
torque performance in certain system and all three of controllers eliminate the chattering 
phenomenon in certain system. Figure 8 has indicated the robustness in torque performance for 
first three links PUMA robot manipulator in MTSMC, SMC and FSMC in presence of 40% 
disturbance. Based on Figure 8, it is observed that SMC and FSMC controllers have oscillation 
but MTSMC has steady in torque performance.  This is mainly because pure SMC with saturation 
function and fuzzy sliding mode controller with saturation function are robust but they have 
limitation in presence of external disturbance. The MTSMC gives significant chattering elimination 
when compared to FSMC and SMC. This elimination of chattering phenomenon is very significant 
in presence of 40% disturbance. This challenge is one of the most important objectives in this 
research. 
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FIGURE 8: MTSMC, SMC and FSMC for first, second and third link torque performance with40% 
disturbance 

 
Based on Figure 8 it is observed that, however mathematical tuning error-based sliding mode 
controller (MTSMC) is a model-based controller that estimate the nonlinear dynamic equivalent 
formulation by system’s performance but it has significant torque performance (chattering 
phenomenon) in presence of uncertainty and external disturbance. SMC and FSMC have 
limitation to eliminate the chattering in presence of highly external disturbance (e.g., 40% 
disturbance) but MTSMC is a robust against to highly external disturbance.   
 
Steady State Error 
Figure 9 is shown the error performance in MTSMC, SMC and FSMC for first three links of PUMA 
robot manipulator. The error performance is used to test the disturbance effect comparisons of 
these controllers for step trajectory. All three joint’s inputs are step function with the same step 
time (step time= 1 second), the same initial value (initial value=0) and the same final value (final 
value=5). Based on Figure 4, MTSMC’s rise time is about 0.6 second, SMC’s rise time is about 
0.483 second and FSMC’s rise time is about 0.6 second which caused to create a needle wave in 
the range of 5 (amplitude=5) and the different width. In this system this time is transient time and 
this part of error introduced as a transient error. Besides the Steady State and RMS error in 
MTSMC, FSMC and SMC it is observed that, error performances in MTSMC (Steady State error 
=0.9e-12 and RMS error=1.1e-12) are about lower than FSMC (Steady State error =0.7e-8 and 
RMS error=1e-7) and SMC’s (Steady State error=1e-8 and RMS error=1.2e-6).  
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FIGURE 9 : MTSMC, SMC and FSMC for first, second and third link steady state error without 
disturbance: step trajectory 

 
The MTSMC gives significant steady state error performance when compared to FSMC and 
SMC. When applied 40% disturbances in MTSMC the RMS error increased approximately 

0.0164% (percent of increase the MTSMC RMS error=
�°±% ³��´µE¶G·HF ¸�¹ FEEºE·º ³��´µE¶G·HF¸�¹ FEEºE � �.»F��c�.�F��c �0.0164%), in FSMC the RMS error increased approximately 6.9% (percent of increase the FSMC 

RMS error=
�°±% ³��´µE¶G·HF ¸�¹ FEEºE·º ³��´µE¶G·HF¸�¹ FEEºE � ±.½¾F�°�F�¿ � 6.9%)in SMC the RMS error increased 

approximately 9.17% (percent of increase the PD-SMC RMS error= �°±% ³��´µE¶G·HF ¸�¹ FEEºE·º ³��´µE¶G·HF ¸�¹ FEEºE ���F�°�.cF�½ � 9.17%). In this part MTSMC, SMC and FSMC have been comparatively evaluation 

through MATLAB simulation, for PUMA robot manipulator control. It is observed that however 
MTSMC is independent of nonlinear dynamic equation of PUMA 560 robot manipulator but it can 
guarantee the trajectory following and eliminate the chattering phenomenon in certain systems, 
structure uncertain systems and unstructured model uncertainties by online tuning method.  

 
4. CONCLUSION  
Refer to this research, a mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller (MTSMC) is 
proposed for PUMA robot manipulator. Pure sliding mode controller with saturation function and 
fuzzy sliding mode controller with saturation function have difficulty in handling unstructured 
model uncertainties. It is possible to solve this problem by combining fuzzy sliding mode 
controller and mathematical error-based tuning. Since the sliding surface gain (�) is adjusted by 
mathematical error-based tuning method, it is nonlinear and continuous. The sliding surface slope 
updating factor (�) of mathematical error-based tuning part can be changed with the changes in 
error, change of error and the second change of error. Sliding surface gain is adapted on-line by 
sliding surface slope updating factor. In pure sliding mode controller and fuzzy sliding mode 
controller the sliding surface gain is chosen by trial and error, which means pure sliding mode 
controller and error-based fuzzy sliding mode controller have to have a prior knowledge of the 
system uncertainty. If the knowledge is not available error performance and chattering 
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phenomenon are go up. In mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller the sliding 
surface gain are updated on-line to compensate the system unstructured uncertainty. The stability 
and convergence of the mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller based on 
switching function is guarantee and proved by the Lyapunov method. The simulation results 
exhibit that the mathematical error-based tuning sliding mode controller works well in various 
situations. Based on theoretical and simulation results, it is observed that mathematical error-
based tuning sliding mode controller is a model-based stable control for robot manipulator. It is a 
best solution to eliminate chattering phenomenon with saturation function in structure and 
unstructured uncertainties.  
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